Dimensions
Publisher
Overview
Effortlessly distribute your reports to everyone in your
team with Dimensions Publisher.

Data is only valuable when it’s put in the right format and delivered to the right
people. Which is why how and when you publish your reports is as important as
the data itself. Dimensions Publisher is an intuitive tool that puts you in charge
of the distribution list for every report you produce, ensuring you deliver the right
data to the right people in the right format.

Features
An add-on product to Zonal’s
standard EPoS reporting module Dimensions
Control the precise day and time
when reports are published
Control exactly who reports are
distributed to
Set up and manage distribution
lists

Publish custom and standard
reports as desired
Create a log of all published
reports
Easy to maintain and update
settings
Available for a one-off fee plus
maintenance costs

“

The level of detailed
data we are able to
access through Zonal
EPoS is second to
none. We have been
able to drill down and
identify everything from
mistakes being made
by staff, that when
added up are costing
the business, to the
success (or not) of
promotions.”
Joe Cussens

Managing Director, Bath Pub Company

1 day spent on admin by 15% of hospitality operators
Source: Access Group 2019

Benefits
Significant time savings

Empower your management team to identify
opportunities for business growth

Effortlessly distribute your reports to the
wider business

Gain valuable insight into your data

Ensure your full team is up-to-date with
important trading figures

Full control over every report you produce

“

The impact from the work that we have done with
Zonal has been significant across the board.
Anna-Marie Mason

Director of Brand Marketing, Mitchells and Butlers

Why Zonal?
Zonal is the trusted supplier of innovative, integrated
technology solutions to over 16,000 hospitality and leisure
businesses. Our award-winning, UK-based training, project
management and customer success teams will support you every
step of the way; from project initiation right through to go live,
you’re always in safe hands.

Contact us today
0800 131 3400 | sales@zonal.co.uk
zonal.co.uk/dimensionspublisher
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